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TESA MICRO-HITE® plus M
The speed of a manual column combined
with the precision of a motorised column
Descended from the successful MICRO-HITE series, 
the new TESA MICRO-HITE® plus M is 
the most revolutionary motorised height gauges of their generation.

Utilising the proven TESA MICRO-HITE® 
technology and TESA’s long experience in producing 
microprocessor based height gauges,TESA‘s
engineers put all their skill in the service of creativity 
and innovation to push the limits of the possible 
even further. 

The TESA MICRO-HITE® plus M height gauges 
are unique for their outstanding metrological 
capabilities and their intuitive ease of use.  
The unique and revolutionary rotary power 
control combines the speed of a manually
operated column with the precision and simplicity 
of a motorised column.  This unique features 
in one of many for which patents 
are pending.

Furthermore,  the vertical column of each
TESA MICRO-HITE® plus M is mechanically 
adjusted based on a TESA’s patented system, 
allowing position errors to be easily 
and quickly detected with use 
of a dial test indicator.

The new 
TESA MICRO-HITE® plus M 
350, 600 and 900 are 
even more accurate, reliable, 
extremely simple to use 
and provide full autonomy – 
all products are SWISS MADE 
providing quality  construction
and precision for inspection 
both in the workshop 
and test laboratory.

Technical features
TESA MICRO-HITE® plus M	 350	 600	 900
Order number		 00730063	 00730064	 00730065

Every TESA MICRO-HITE plus M height gauge set consists of the following components (without control panel) :
-	 1 TESA MICRO-HITE® plus M height gauge 			 -	 1 Battery pack	 00760141 
-	 1 Standard probe insert holder		 00760143	 - 	 1 Mains adaptor, 110 to 240 Vac/50 to 60 Hz	 04761054
-	 1 Standard probe 				 - 	 1 Cable EU for mains adaptor	 04761055 	

   insert with a 5 mm dia. ball tip		 00760062	 - 	 1 Cable US for mains adaptor	 04761056
-	 1 Master piece, 6,35 mm / 0.25 in	 00760219	 - 	 1 Dust cover 				

1 Electric pump already mounted for generating 			    for TESA MICRO-HITE® plus M
 	    the air cushion beneath the gauge base	 00760142	 -	 1 SCS calibration certificate			

Control panel  «1D»		 00760216
Measuring span			 365 mm	 615 mm	 920 mm
Application range			 520/745* mm    	 770/995* mm   	 1075/1300* mm
Max. perm. error				 (2+ 1.5L)µm  (L en m)**	
Repeatability limit 			 On flat surfaces : 2s=<0.5µm*** / Within bores : 2s=<1µm 
Max. deviation from mechanical 
perpendicularity (frontal)		 < 6µm	 < 8µm	 < 12µm		
Measuring force			 1N	 1N	 1N
Autonomy 			 ~12h	 ~12h	 ~12h
Air-bearing				 Yes (3 resting points)
Digital output			 RS-232	 RS-232	 RS-232
Storage temperature range		 -10° - 60°	 -10° - 60°	 -10° - 60°
Operating temperature range	   	    5° - 40°	    5° - 40°	    5° - 40°

*  With special accessory  			 Comparative values in relation to standard model :  				
** 	 (2+ 3L)µm   (L en m) 				
*** 2s=<1µm

Revolutionary rotary
power control – 
A TESA exclusive
Ease of use
Enhanced accuracy
Best price/performance 
ratio ever for 
a height gauge
0.1 µm resolution
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